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Digital Talent Management

Time for a change?



With mobile job searches doubling each year and 40% of candidates abandoning 

a non-mobile-optimized apply process, human resource departments will be 

hard-pressed to offer solutions for candidates who will inevitably be discovering, 

searching, and applying for their companies’ careers from mobile devices” - 

source Wikipedia.

In 2013, mobile internet users 

overtook those using desktop 

and that growth has shown no 

sign of stopping. With the advent 

of the mobile age, it is essential 

to ensure that candidates and 

recruiters who wish to use 

mobile for recruitment, have 

the best tools available to them. 

Job board technology now 

requires mobile friendly job 

search together with “mobile 

apply”. Recruitment systems 

need to be fully responsive so 

that reruiters have access to 

candidates as soon as they are 

available.
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Mobile:
Taps

overtake
clicks

A new breed of sophisticated, “technology enabled”, recruiters are bursting onto the scene 

in the wake of the rising heat of the recruitment market. These recruiters are taking full 

advantage of  the super-scalablity that cloud based recruiting offers.

We are in the early stages 

of a massive replacement 

of legacy HR software. The 

CedarCrestone survey found 

that 15% want to replace them 

in the next year (vs. 14% who 

want to upgrade). Among 

these companies 40% want a 

cloud-based system. 

- Josh Bersin

The Cloud

 is the 

future 

Major cloud computing advantages include:

•	 Less	Maintenance

 Low upfront costs, no maintenance and no need for hardware
 
•	 Continuous	Availability

 Your recruitment system is available 24/7 and regardless of where you are
 
•	 Scalability

 You only pay for what level of infrastructure you need, providing a truly cap-ex free start
 
•	 Elasticity

 Instant, on demand computing power and storage. 
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Social
Recruiting

In order to maintain a competitive edge, recruiters are 

realising that they need to adopt strategies for talent 

acquisition that fully embrace social trends. Social networks 

form part of the new referral opportunities, enabling people 

to easily recommend friends, colleagues and contacts to 

new roles as they emerge.

As Social media is becoming increasingly important within the modern 

workplace, it is vital that recruiter technologies embrace this constantly 

evolving channel. From sourcing in personal or team social networks, through 

to ensuring that content sharing is fully integrated into social media such as 

Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.

The digital era has given 

rise to huge and diverse 

opportunities to attract 

talent like never before. 

At the very core of 

this opportunity is the 

“private label” job board, 

where vacancies are 

stored, managed and 

distributed and where 

the talent gathers. The 

next generation of job 

board solutions embrace 

mobile, social, enterprise 

level search and SEO 

strategies to form the 

heart of the recruiting 

hub for any organisation, 

be it a small business or a 

large corporate.

Talent 

Generation
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Applicant
Tracking

Talent

Analytics

Applicant Tracking kicks in as soon as the talent arrives from the various 

channels and the modern recruiter is now empowered with a suite of tools 

to filter the best candidates and reject those that aren’t. Custom workflows 

enable the recruiters to standardise the screening process all the way from 

initial application right through to the on-boarding process. 

Cloud computing has 
promoted the concept of 
“Big Data” which has given 
recruiters the opportunity to 
access more analytics than
ever before.

Talent Analytics have become a “must have” in HR and Recruitment firms, the users of which 

are seeing the massive benefits this new insight and technology provides. These analytics 

are being not only used as a continuous improvement strategy but also for ways in making 

huge talent acquisition cost savings with the efficiencies they bring.
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If you would like to know more about Talenetic and how we can help 

optimise your own recruiting processes, please do get in touch.
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